Apply to the DW Akademie Media Training!

Nobody is born with the ability to speak in front of an audience; but you can learn it!

In our short media trainings professional media trainers from the Deutsche Welle Akademie give practice-oriented workshop sessions, in which you learn how to gain a confident appearance. They give tips how to improve voice and body language combined with a clear conveying of the desired messages. You will meet the DW Akademie trainers in the foyer of the Inselhalle throughout the conference. There you can try out in front of the camera.

If you are only attending the conference virtually, meet the DW Akademie on the platform zoom. In front of the Zoom-Camera, the media trainers work specifically on your strengths and weaknesses, allowing you to convey your messages even better. If you would like to participate virtually, please send an email from now on until October 6, 3pm (German Time) latest to: dw-akademie.medientraining@dw.com

We have a limited amount of training slots on October 5 and 6 between 9am to 6pm (CET=German Time). Please register fast: first come first serve.